
l GENOCIDE

(i) During the past century a third force, the human rights movement, has
emerged which combines the energies of compassion embodied in the
non-violent tradition and the structural energies of the just war
tradition. In the generation following the Second World War the crimne of
genocide - the systematic killing of large groups of human beings because
of their race or belief - was largely identified i public consciousness; with
the Holocaust. During the Second World War the Nazi regime in Gernmny,
under the leadership of Adoif Hitler, undertook the destruction of the
Jewish people i Europe. Destruction of the Jews in concentration camps
was proclaimed as the final solution of the Jewish problem. During the war
over six million Jews - men, women and children - were kllled in accord
with the deliberate policy of the Third Reich and i pursuit of this 'finl
solution'. Images of piled-up and wasted human bodies: the living hardly
distinguishable from the dead, waiting to be fed into the finaces of
Auschwitz, were seared into the consciousness of our society and lefi an
indelible mark. Genocide was identifled with the Nazis and, more broadly,
with the Fascists, the defeated enemy of the triumphant allies.

(ii) The victorious powers initiated criminal proceedings against the
vanquished, and established a new category of 'Crimes Against
Humanity', i which genocide was included, and the surviving leaders of
the Third Reich were duly tried and punished by the International Tribunal
in Nuremberg.

(iii) The Nazi regime functioned for a while as a suitable scapegoat, but in
the past half-century many other images of genocide have forced their
way into our consciousness. One of the victorious allies, the regime of
Joseph Staihi, tumned out to 1e responsîble for the deaths of between 500
000 and 1 100 000 of his own Soviet people, tortured and executed and
often starved to death i the frozen wastes of Siberia because they were
politicaily incorrect. Ini 1988 Saddamn Hussein's henchmen (still i power)
dug holes in Northern Iraq ten meters square and three meters deep; then
lined up Kurdish people (equal i dignity and rights) beside the pits, shot
thern, and bulldozed the mass graves without checkig that ail were dead


